Welcome to the Garrison Curling Club
Guidelines for Renters at the Garrison Curling Club
Thank you for choosing the Garrison Curling Club for your event. Please read the
following information carefully to ensure both a fun and safe experience.
If you have any questions, please contact the club manager, Lee Smith by e-mail at
lee@garrisoncurling.com
What to Wear:




Stretchy pants for a comfortable delivery
Layered clothing to stay warm
Clean indoor shoes, that are flat and preferably have a rubber sole (for extra grip)

Basic Safety & Operational Rules:
1) Shoes can be cleaned further by using the boot cleaner before entering the ice area.
2) Do not lift rocks off the ice. This is unsafe and often results in damage to the ice.
 Damage to the ice or hacks will be charged by the hour to fix (see ‘Ice Repair’).
3) Avoid throwing rocks to the other end without someone there to catch it.
4) Use discretion when throwing rocks. Super heavy shots are dangerous to others.
5) Avoid running on the ice at any time.
6) Return the rocks, sliders, and brooms to their original spots at the end of the game.
7) Juniors under the age of 14 are recommended to wear helmets.

Equipment:
Rental equipment includes brooms and sliders. Provided sliders have a slip on option.
The Garrison recommends that new curlers do not attach a slider to their foot at any
time, and rather use the “step on” method. It is also recommended, for new curlers, that
sliders should not be worn at any time other than while delivering a rock.
Alcohol:
Rental groups are not permitted to bring alcohol into the ice area, no matter if they are a
Garrison member or not. Zero tolerance is enforced for this policy.
Ice Repair:
The two most common causes of ice damage are picking up the stones, and hitting a
hack with a stone. Any damages will be assessed and charged accordingly to the
provided credit card number. Repair costs start at $20/hour.
Rental Agreement Document:
By signing this Rental Agreement, you acknowledge that you have read and agree to
play by the guidelines detailed in this document. As the event host you also agree to
communicate these requirements to all of the people attending.
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